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1. Introduction

In the following, we will analyze the consequences of an implementation of behavior-based tariffs/bonus programs in private and public health insurance in Germany. Programs rewarding a particular behavior have been used in health insurance for years. However, the respective debate has recently been revived as insurers started using so called wearables to monitor the behavior of their insured more accurately. Especially in the United States, insurers have been granting rewards for those achieving certain wellness and fitness goals while documenting it with wearables.¹ In Germany, only public insurers have recently begun rewarding the use of wearables in bonus programs,² whereas private health insurers have not yet introduced tariffs that use wearables to monitor their insured’s behavior. Only in life insurance, there has been recently a launch of a tariff where the data collected by wearables potentially leads to premium reductions.³

The introduction of tariffs that rely on wearables can be understood as part of the digitization process that affects many aspects of health care supply, mainly due to simplified communication and data exchange. Technical progress allows health care providers to exchange information more efficiently and thus to avoid redundancy in services and medical errors (Agarwa et al. 2010, p. 796).⁴ Not only the exchange between health care providers becomes easier, but the interaction between insurers and insured can benefit from digital opportunities as well. Insurance companies might be able to simplify administrative processes and to assist their insured with choosing the right treatment more easily.⁵ Besides its potential to improve the process of health care supply the data collected provides great opportunities for the understanding of diseases itself (Raghupathi, Raghupathi 2014) and also for new forms of underwriting and pricing of health insurance (Swedloff 2014).

Especially the possibility of adjusting health insurance premiums according to an individual’s behavior, measured by technical devices, has been subject of some debate (see for example Mc Fall 2015). There are different ethical concerns regarding those tariffs⁶ but also questions of the economic consequences for the respective health care systems if these are used for underwriting.

---

² See for example the program offered by AOK Nordost: [https://www.fitmit-aok.de/](https://www.fitmit-aok.de/) (checked on October 11th 2016).
³ See the website of the program offered by Generali: [https://www.generali-vitalityerleben.de/](https://www.generali-vitalityerleben.de/) (checked on October 11th 2016).
⁴ Because this potential has remained largely unexploited in Germany, a so-called e-health law was passed in 2015, which obliges health care providers to acquire the respective infrastructure.
⁵ The use of online services in insurances has often been criticized for being used as a risk selection instrument (see chapter 3.2.1).
⁶ For a comprehensive overview, see for instance Have 2013.
In the following, we are going to concentrate on these economic effects of behavior-based tariffs. First, we will analyze potential motives for the introduction of such tariffs that are rather independent of the institutional context (chapter 2). However, as our further analysis will show, economic effects of behavior-based tariffs actually do depend on the respective institutional setting. That is why we will briefly describe important characteristics of the statutory and the private insurance system (chapter 3.1 and 4.1). We will then analyze how the availability of individual, real-time health data will influence the functionality of each system as a whole and display the economic consequences for insured individuals in each case (3.2 and 4.2).

2. The Use of Wearables in Health Insurance

So-called wearables are devices that track different health related information such as pulse, temperature, activity, sleep stages or blood glucose and more (Steinhubl et al. 2015, p. 2). Wearables exist in different forms, such as watches, wristbands or headbands. Even specific clothes or implants can monitor vital signals (Chan et al. 2012, pp. 141–142). The health related information gathered by wearables can be processed into an overall account of a person’s fitness level with the help of smartphones or computers. Besides tracking someone’s fitness level, wearables can also be used for medical purposes, such as managing chronic health conditions (Chiauzzi et al. 2015, Chan et al. 2012).

The information gathered by wearables appears to be interesting for several kinds of insurers. It is relevant for insurances regarding life, pension, long-term care and of course health. The following analysis aims at displaying the economic consequences of the use of wearables in health insurance. That is, broadly speaking, health insurers differentiating premiums according to the data collected by wearables.

Tariffs using wearables can be introduced out of different motives. One of their main functions seems to be reducing asymmetric information between insurers and insured individuals. They might thus be able to contribute to tackling the moral hazard problem: once individuals are insured, the cost of risky behavior is reduced for them. Due to the asymmetry of information, insurers are not able to price this risky behavior accurately. Individuals are thus likely to respond to the price distortion induced by an insurance in two ways: Taking more risks such as eating unhealthily or smoking and thereby increasing the probability of an insured event (ex-ante moral hazard) and/or using more covered services after the insured event has occurred (ex-post moral hazard) (Breyer et al. 2013, p. 248). Both forms of moral hazard can drive costs in insurance systems.

---

7 It is beyond question that the ethical concerns should be taken into account when assessing the consequences of behavior-based tariffs. It is however beyond the scope of this paper to discuss those issues in depth.

8 Arrow 1963 was the first to acknowledge the moral hazard problem in health insurance.
Via wearables insurers can, at least theoretically, monitor the behavior of their insured, price them accordingly and thus reduce ex-ante moral hazard. In general, avoiding moral hazard is favorable. Reducing the cost of opportunistic behavior leaves more resources for the treatment of diseases that are not under individual control and/or premium reductions for the insurance collective.

However, the relevance of ex-ante moral hazard is subject to controversial discussion in the literature (see for example Zweifel, Manning 2000, pp. 415–418 or Kenkel 2000, pp. 1685–1687). One might question whether it is actually plausible to assume that individuals will endanger their health just because they bought an insurance contract. Empirically, ex-ante moral hazard appears rather difficult to document. There are several studies trying to assess its relevance coming to different conclusions.9

Alternatively, an unhealthy lifestyle could be the result of unhealthy habits that are not causally linked to closing an insurance contract. That is, a person could eat unhealthily and smoke before closing an insurance contract and continue doing so afterwards. In this case, there would not be any inefficiency stemming from moral hazard but from not adjusting premiums to his or her condition when closing the contract. If premiums are not adjusted to behavior, the individual might exert negative external effects on the other insured in the pool by needing more funds from the insurance collective due to the unhealthy lifestyle. The use of wearables could allow determining more precisely those kinds of habits that are likely to increase risk and to identify those individuals who carry out a specific behavior.

However, it is questionable whether behavior-adjusted premiums are socially desirable10. In practice, social health insurance systems rely on broader concepts of solidarity. There is an ongoing debate whether differentiations with regard to behavior endanger solidarity or on the contrary, reinforce the willingness to pay for an (public) insurance system (Have 2013, pp. 49–50). Indeed, opinion polls provide evidence that many people would not mind higher premiums for those who smoke or are overweight.11

Behavior-based tariffs could furthermore be introduced out of paternalistic reasons. That is, members of the government might believe that people carry out an unhealthy behavior against their own will. In that sense, incentivizing individuals to behave differently can be understood as helping them to act in their best interest. There has been an extensive discussion about whether paternalistic motives can legitimize public action. From an economic perspective, the major weak point of any paternalistic concept is the impossibility of

---

9 For an overview, see for example Stanciole 2008.
10 From an economic perspective, it is difficult to judge whether something is desirable if not all individuals concordantly approve it. For the understanding of the impossibility of obtaining a social welfare function Arrow 1950 has been decisively responsible.
identifying the individuals’ true preferences, thereby being likely to cause preference violation costs.\textsuperscript{12}

So far, we have assumed that by using wearables and behavior-based tariffs insurers can motivate a specific behavior, which will help to reduce costs. There are a few important remarks to make about this assumption:

Firstly, the effect of rewards and penalties can be generally questioned: A hypothesis intensively discussed in psychological, legal, pedagogical and economic literature is that extrinsic incentives decrease intrinsic motivation. Deci 1971 and Lepper et al. 1973 were the first to provide evidence that the implementation of rewards negatively affects intrinsic motivation. This effect occurs when individuals' engagement in an activity for its own sake reduces when external incentives are implemented. If those findings were applicable to health insurance, individuals’ intrinsic motivation to work out or eat healthily would decline as rewards are implemented.

However, even if that were the case, it would not mean that rewards would overall inversely affect behavior. Instead, sufficiently high rewards will outweigh the negative effect on intrinsic motivation (Gneezy, Rustichini 2000). Nevertheless, this effect should be kept in mind, as it is likely to mitigate the influence of incentives.

Secondly, there are technical limitations restricting the potential of rewarding a specific lifestyle in health insurance. It is not always trivial to verify how an individual actually behaved. In one German sickness fund, bonus program participants have to send pictures of the gym as evidence that they have been exercising for instance.\textsuperscript{13} It seems that this way the insured could easily simulate a workout. Consequently, insurers are likely to reward individuals who have not actually adjusted their behavior.

However, it seems that those limitations are set by the technical devices people usually possess today, rather than by actual technical possibilities. Moreover, technologies are likely to evolve and can thus be expected to offer further opportunities for insurers in the future. The data transmitted by implants appears to be less easy to manipulate for instance.

Thirdly, it is difficult to identify those behavioral patterns that actually positively affect health care expenditure. That is mainly because correlations do not necessarily imply causal relationships. For instance, there might be characteristics, such as being young, which are more likely to apply to those who regularly work out as well as to those who cause little cost. A correlation between working out and causing little costs would thus not automatically imply that working out decreases costs. The effect of certain behavioral changes might consequently be difficult to determine.

\textsuperscript{12} For a critical discussion of paternalistic concepts, see for instance Mitchell 2005 or Kirchgässner 2015.

\textsuperscript{13} See the website of the bonus program offered by AOK Nordost: https://www.fitmit-aok.de/ (checked on October 11\textsuperscript{th} 2016).
Fourthly, even a certain behavior that positively causally affects one’s health and thus decreases short-term health care expenditure might not reduce one’s lifetime health care expenditure. If individuals live shorter, they are less likely to develop severe diseases that adjusting one’s behavior cannot help to avoid. The cost of treating these diseases in later stages of life might exceed the cost of treating those diseases correlated to an unhealthy lifestyle. Empirically, this has been shown for smoking (Barendregt et al. 1997) and overweight (van Baal et al. 2008) for instance. In that case, the insurance system as a whole would “profit” from unhealthy habits because they would lead to less costs for the system in the long run. Therefore, if the motive of introducing behavioral tariffs is to reduce overall costs, this might be the wrong means to achieve this goal.

For the single insurer, however, it is crucial to differentiate between periodical health costs and long-term overall health costs. Since in many systems, insureds can switch insurers, it is more important for them to keep periodical costs down, which can be assumed to be higher for people with unhealthy habits (Buchanan 2011, p. 19). Whether this actually constitutes an incentive for insurers to attract those who cause low periodical costs, that is, to perform risk selection, depends on the way health care expenditure is financed. We will thus return to this aspect in the next chapters.

The characteristics of health insurance systems are likely to determine the consequences of an implementation of behavior-based contracts. In the next two chapters, we are going to analyze those consequences for the German health insurance system. Since the system is divided, we will be looking at the public (chapter 3) and the private system (chapter 4).

3. Behavior-based Bonus Programs in the German Public Health Insurance System

Since last year, wearables have been used in the German statutory health insurance system. Sickness funds have been rewarding their use in bonus programs.\(^\text{14}\) After briefly outlining the basic institutional setting (chapter 3.1), we will analyze the effects of such programs in the statutory system (chapter 3.2).

3.1 Relevant Characteristics of the German Public Health Insurance Systems

The German statutory insurance system is mandatory for all citizens with an income from dependent employment below a certain threshold (in 2016, the annual income threshold for compulsory insurance was 56,250 €). Citizens whose income exceeds this threshold, public officials and citizens who work freelance can choose to enroll in the private health insurance system.

Citizens enroll in sickness funds, which are public-law corporations. The insured are free to choose and switch their sickness fund. Contributions to the statutory insurance are based on

\(^{14}\) See for example the website of the program offered by AOK Nordost: [https://www.fitmit-aok.de/](https://www.fitmit-aok.de/) (checked on October 11\(^{\text{th}}\) 2016).
dependent income and pensions. The uniform contribution rate amounts to 14.6 percent paid to the so-called Health Fund. Additional to those contributions, the Health Fund is financed by tax subsidies.

Sickness funds that cannot cover their expenses with the payouts they receive from the Health Fund have to charge their insureds with supplementary contributions, which are also wage-dependent. As of today, the average supplementary contribution is 1.1 percent (Bundesministerium für Gesundheit 2016). The employee alone pays supplementary contributions whereas the general contribution rate is divided equally between the employer and the employee.\textsuperscript{15}

To avoid risk selection incentives due to wage-dependent contributions, there is a risk-adjustment scheme (Morbi-RAS) in place. This scheme is morbidity oriented: the payouts for insureds are the sum of lump-sum payments and risk-oriented surcharges/deductions dependent on age, gender, disabilities and 80 different diseases. The risk-adjustment scheme does not equalize actual costs but bases its payouts on average costs to induce incentives for economic efficiency (Bundesversicherungsamt 2008).

However, the actual risk-adjustment scheme does not fully eliminate incentives for risk-selection. Evidence shows that the scheme still overcompensates the costs associated with low risks while some groups of high risks cause costs that exceed the payout sickness funds receive for them (Bundesversicherungsamt 2014). Thus, from the funds’ point of view, there exist “good” and “bad” risk types. Risk selection is therefore still a problem in the German statutory health insurance system. In the following chapter, we will analyze how the introduction of behavior-based bonus programs interacts with this problem.

Since 2004, sickness funds have been allowed to use bonus programs that reward a particular behavior. Those programs were introduced as a means of inducing competition (Bundesministerium für Gesundheit 2015) and have been subject to debate ever since (see for example Schulze Ehring, Weber 2007 or Weber 2007). Since the introduction of wearables, the debate has attracted further attention as wearables give sickness funds better means to monitor actual behavior.

In the following, we are going to analyze the consequences of behavior-based bonus programs for the system while paying attention to the possibilities and limitations of wearables.

3.2 Analysis

In the analysis, we will assume that programs that reward a healthy lifestyle mainly attract those risks that are likely to imply a surplus for sickness funds. As mentioned above, this tends to be the case for low risks. As we have suggested in chapter 2, being a low risk and behaving a certain way can be correlated in different ways. Repeating the example used previously: For one thing, there might be a causal relationship between working out and causing little costs.

\textsuperscript{15} Which party actually bears the burden depends on the elasticity of supply and demand on the labor market.
Besides, it is also possible that other variables are responsible for the correlation, such as being young. With regard to the use of wearables, earning a sufficiently high income might be another relevant factor that determines the affordability of a respective device and can be assumed to be correlated with one’s health status.\textsuperscript{16} In terms of risk selection, those kinds of correlations could be just as interesting for sickness funds.

Under those assumptions, introducing behavior-based programs that reward healthy behavior might induce a differentiation of contributions with respect to risk. It is not clear whether a differentiation of that kind is desired. The statutory system has been relying on community-rated contributions since its introduction in 1883 (Mülheims et al. 2015, pp. 6–10). In the following, we will analyze the effects of rewarding healthy behavior on the rest of the statutory health insurance system to be able to assess whether respective programs actually endanger solidarity.

Whether the implementation of behavior-based bonus programs has negative consequences for the rest of the insurance collective or not, depends on whether they at least break even or do not pay for themselves. We will thus distinguish between those two cases in the following. For each case, we will furthermore differentiate between a situation in which sickness funds can successfully select risks by offering the program and one in which they cannot:

**First case: Bonus programs at least break even**

In the first case, behavior-based bonus programs pay for themselves because they lead to behavioral changes that reduce health costs to an amount at least equal to the contribution reduction. That is:

\[
\text{Cost reduction due to behavioral changes} \geq \text{Sum of bonuses granted}
\]

If so, health care expenditure will actually decrease (or stay the same). As long as individuals choose bonus programs voluntarily, they constitute an efficiency gain in this case. Due to the surplus generated with the program, sickness funds offering it can reduce supplementary contributions and thus become more attractive for insured from other funds. This induces a desirable dynamic as it incentivizes other sickness funds to implement innovative programs as well. Consequently, the whole system is likely to become more efficient.

Moreover, Sickness funds offering this program might profit from risk selection if a disproportionately high number of low risks join the fund. However, in this case sickness funds

\textsuperscript{16}This correlation can be twofold: On the one hand, income might positively influence health and on the other hand, health might positively influence income. For a discussion of both effects and an assessment of their empirical relevance in Germany, see for instance (Brennecke 1998).
do not rely on risk selection when offering the program. If all kinds of risk would join a certain fund evenly, offering this program would still be economically rational for this fund.\textsuperscript{17}

**Second case: Bonus programs do not break even**

In the second case, bonus programs do not break even.\textsuperscript{18} That is:

\[
\text{Cost reduction due to behavioral changes} < \text{Sum of bonuses granted}
\]

There are several possible reasons for a bonus program that rewards a certain behavior not breaking even: Firstly, rewards might be granted, even though the program did not lead to any behavioral changes. This could for instance be because someone had been equally working out before joining the program already. Rewards might also be granted without a change in behavior if sickness funds cannot monitor behavior reliably. They might then unintentionally reward those who did not change their behavior, but pretended to do so. Moreover, behavioral change might actually take place but not reduce costs (sufficiently). This might be for instance because insured engage in activities that are likely to cause injuries.

Without risk selection, sickness funds would not be interested in offering this program. If all kinds of risks were going to join it evenly, the fund would not be able to maintain the program. If, however, a sickness fund can successfully select risks by offering the program, doing so could be worthwhile from its perspective. That would be the case, if the sickness fund could profit more from the insured that can be attracted with the program being good risks with respect to the Morbi-RAs than it loses from the bonus program not breaking even. That is:

\[
\text{Sum of bonuses granted - Cost reduction due to behavioral changes} < \text{Surplus from Morbi-RAs due to better risk structure}
\]

Even though sickness funds offering the program might be profiting from it, overall expenditure of the system nevertheless increases in this case. Such a program does not constitute an efficiency gain but a waste of resources. That is because it could only be profitable because of the benefits from risk selection induced by the institutional setting.

The implementation of bonus programs in the statutory system thus firstly depends on the expectations of sickness funds regarding costs saved by behavioral changes as compared to bonuses granted and secondly on their expectations about whether they can successfully select risks by implementing it.

\textsuperscript{17} Of course, if high risks overproportionally joined a fund, this could have overall negative economic consequences for the fund. But there is no rationale why only high risks should be attracted to the sickness fund in question.

\textsuperscript{18} Insurers are supposed to avoid offering bonus programs that do not break even. However, this can be assumed to be hardly avoidable because sickness funds only have to account for their programs every three years (§ 65a Abs. 4 SGB V).
The following table shows the four situations analyzed above:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sickness funds can successfully select risks</th>
<th>Sickness funds cannot successfully select risks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bonus programs at least break even</strong></td>
<td>Sickness funds offer program → Program constitutes an efficiency gain</td>
<td>Sickness funds offer program → Program constitutes an efficiency gain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bonus programs do not break even</strong></td>
<td>Sickness funds offer program → Program constitutes an efficiency loss</td>
<td>Sickness funds do not offer program</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The arguments outlined so far refer to ex-ante risk selection. Behavior-based bonus programs might also increase ex-post risk selection possibilities. While ex-ante risk selection refers to sickness funds trying to attract certain risks, ex-post risk selection refers to them trying to get rid of certain risks who have been insured with them.\(^{19}\) As outlined above, the fact that behavior-based bonus programs are meant to attract low risks does not necessarily mean that they will harm high risks. However, sickness funds can use them to identify high risks in order to then take measures against them. Firstly, they might be able to gain information about one’s risk status from observing one’s decision to switch or not to switch into such a program. Secondly, they will be able to collect information about one’s health status once the insured did choose a bonus program. Although, as argued above, it appears plausible that low risks are more likely to do so, some of the individuals participating in the program might still thereby reveal that they are actually high risks. They might have nevertheless chosen to participate, especially if the rewarding bonus is sufficiently high. Further reasons for high risks joining the program could be that they do not have sufficient information about their health status themselves or that they cannot foresee the consequences of the sickness fund performing risk selection.

With regard to preventive care, the effects of high risks revealing as such are twofold. On the one hand, sickness funds need to know about potential risk factors of their insured in order to be able to offer preventive measures. Thus, it could be beneficial for insured to reveal certain risks that they have. On the other hand, sickness funds can only be assumed to want to finance costly preventive measures if they can expect to profit from doing so. That is, they must believe that preventive care will lead to a situation where payouts from the risk-adjustment scheme exceed the expenditure of the insured including the cost of preventive care. Since there is the risk that preventive care does not pay off, the incentives for implementing prevention programs are reduced by the Morbi-RAS (Binder 2015, pp. 266–268).

---

\(^{19}\) For an overview of different effects of risk selection, see for example van de Ven et al. 2000, p. 319.
Summarizing, it can be stated that whether behavioral-based bonus programs interfere with the principle of solidarity in the German statutory insurance depends on whether those programs at least break even. This applies to all bonus programs, not only those relying on the data collected by wearables. Programs based on wearables, however, seem to be particularly suitable for risk selection, as they appear likely to attract mainly those insured that sickness funds are interested in, the young, wealthy and therefore healthy individuals.

4. Behavior-based Insurance Tariffs in the German Private Health Insurance System

In the private health insurance system, behavior-based tariffs using wearables have not been introduced yet. However, one private insurer introduced a program bounded to buying a disability or term life insurance contract with the data collected by wearables potentially leading to premium reductions. In the following, we will briefly outline the basic institutional setting of the German private health insurance system (chapter 3.1). Afterwards, we will analyze the effects of tariffs using wearables on the system (chapter 3.2).

4.1 Relevant Characteristics of the German Private Health Insurance Systems

The private health insurance system comprises both full and supplementary insurance contracts. Only people earning above a certain annual income threshold (see 3.1), freelance workers and public employees can choose full insurance. Supplementary insurance is open to all citizens. Funding of private insurance is different from the statutory health insurance in two aspects: first, premiums are risk-based, dependent on age and risk-profiles. Second, private insurance is a funded insurance system in contrast to the statutory pay-as-you-go system. For younger cohorts, premiums exceed the average costs of the cohort. Private insurers invest premium excesses on the capital market, thereby creating so called ageing provisions. Insurers use these ageing provisions to smooth premiums over the life cycle: when costs exceed premium income for older cohorts, ageing provisions are used to reduce the premium burden for this cohort.

When switching insurers, ageing provisions are only partly transferred to the new insurer. For external switches, insurers transfer average ageing provisions limited to the basic coverage level, irrespective of the actual tariff the individual was insured in. That is why competition for existing customers is very limited between private insurers. Due to the limited amount in ageing provisions, individuals usually have to pay a higher premium to the new insurer, since they have to offset the loss in ageing provisions. What is more, when the individual’s risk-profile has deteriorated in the meantime, premium surcharges have to be paid due to the higher expected costs. That is why insured are often locked-in with their

---

20 See the website of the program offered by Generali: https://www.generali-vitalityerleben.de (checked on October 11th 2016).
21 For those who have been insured with the same insurer since before 2009, no ageing provisions are transferred.
original insurer. Especially high risks cannot switch without economic consequences, whereas low risks could still profit from lower premiums with the new insurer. That is, a new insurer would offer premium reductions for low risks and premium surcharges for high risks. Therefore, the incomplete transfer of ageing provisions is likely to lead to a separation of low and high risks. In practice, there have not been many external switches since the introduction of the transfer option in 2009.22

When switching tariffs within the present insurers, average ageing provisions are transferred with regard to the actual coverage level. Provisions are thus too low for above-average risks and too high for below-average risks. Thus again, switches are only profitable for low risks. This leads to a separation of risks within those insured with the same insurer.

Private insurers are – as of today – only allowed to risk-rate premiums when closing a contract. Once a contract is closed, the insurer can neither terminate the contract nor adjust premiums due to changes in individual risk profiles after closing the contract. That is, tariffs that change premiums according to behavior, in extreme day-to-day premium changes, are not possible in the German private insurance market.

Private insurers can, however, offer tariffs with premium paybacks for individuals who do not have any insurance claims within a given period for example. Insurers are obligated to calculate those tariffs so that they pay for themselves meaning that they are not allowed to cross-subsidize them. Private insurers are much more likely to adhere to that rule than stated for the statutory system because the calculation regulation of the private system is rather strict and premium increases have to be authorized (Verband der privaten Krankenversicherung 2016, p. 11). As long as the net premium payments of those receiving a payback remain the same, other insured in the same tariff are not harmed. If insurers miscalculate premium paybacks, they will have to raise overall pool premiums, both for high and low risk customers.

With regard to the present regulation, wearables could only be used as a means to control the efforts of the insured and to reward behavior that saves costs by granting premium paybacks. In order to do so, insurer would have to offer new tariffs including this option. In the following, we will briefly outline the consequences of this use of wearables in the German private health insurance system.

4.2 Analysis

As mentioned above, insurers could offer a new tariff and reward a certain behavior of those entering it by granting premium paybacks. Insurers have an incentive to do so, mainly to attract new customers by attractive premiums.

---

22 In the last years, for instance, there were 1000 (2014) and 900 (2015) switches per year. This accounts to about 0.02 percent of about 4.6 million insured per year (figures are taken from Verband der privaten Krankenversicherung 2015, pp. 10–14).
Once an insurer is offering a new tariff of this kind, already insured low risks are likely to choose the new tariff as well. Insurers cannot prevent them from switching because they are obligated to open new tariffs for all of their insured (§ 204 Abs. 1 VVG).\(^{23}\) This leads to a separation of risks within the insurance. The internal separation puts a disadvantage to high risks because the former collective suffers from low risks taking average ageing provisions with them. In other words, they take higher ageing provisions with them than they were expected to need. Consequently, premiums have to increase as low risks leave the pool. For the same reason, high risks are not likely to switch to the new tariff or any other tariff themselves: As explained above, they are locked-in due to the negative economic consequences of a tariff switch, be it internal or external to a new insurer.

It should be noted that insurers’ incentive to offer new tariffs which harm some of their insured is not unlimited. If insurers excessively took advantage of locked-in individuals, they would at some point damage their reputation. This again would hamper attracting new customers and thereby be counterproductive.

The problem described has been inherent to the system before the existence of wearables. As long as ageing provisions are only partly transferred when individuals switch insurers, competition between insurers will be very limited and practically non-existent when it comes to high risks. The use of wearables compounds this problem because it gives insurers additional means to open new tariffs when trying to attract new customers. Those might be particularly prone to be attracted by wearables, as those first switching to the private health insurance system can be assumed to be rather young and earning well. The problem described could be largely prevented by transferring individual ageing provisions. If insurers were to transfer ageing provisions equal to one’s expected costs, switching would be possible for all kinds of risk types without negative economic consequences. This system and its practical feasibility have been broadly discussed in the literature (see for example Eekhoff et al. 2008 or Arentz 2016).

5. Conclusion

The use of digital data in health care has been subject to intense debate. Technological innovations are likely to offer a wide range of new possibilities. They have to be evaluated carefully to identify their costs and benefits.

When it comes to the use of wearables and behavior-based tariffs/bonus programs in health insurance, there could be several reasons for their implementation, in particular the aim to reduce moral hazard, the intention to internalize external effects and paternalistic motives. However, health insurance systems are highly regulated with the regulation appearing to reflect social values. In the analysis, we did not try to question those. Instead we analyzed

\(^{23}\) If the new tariff covers more services, the insurer can attach conditions to the switch (§ 204 Abs. 1 VVG).
whether, given the current regulation in Germany, behavior-based tariffs appear desirable from an economic perspective.

Regarding the German statutory insurance system, whether behavioral-based bonus programs interfere with the concept of solidarity depends on whether those programs at least break even. If they did not, their implementation would only be profitable due to risk selection incentives and would thus constitute an inefficiency.

In the German private health insurance system, the introduction of tariffs granting premium paybacks for those causing relatively little costs would lead to a separation of risks within insurance companies. This would harm high risks because they are locked in with the former collective that would suffer from the transfer of average ageing provisions. As outlined above, this problem will be inherent to the system as long as individual ageing provisions are not fully transferred.

For a full assessment of the use of wearables in health insurance, ethical aspects would have to be taken into consideration as well. As mentioned in the analysis, one central question is whether the members of society would prefer those with unhealthy habits to pay more for health insurance. It seems that when considering this question, one would quickly face questions of responsibility: What if someone was raised by their parents to eat unhealthily? What if someone grew up at a time when the dangers of smoking were not well known? Those questions do not appear trivial to answer. The same applies to questions of information self-determination such as: Can the use of the data collected by insurers be sufficiently stipulated? Is there a danger of insured receiving information about their health status that they would not want to have? Moreover, the use of wearables in health insurance raises questions of justice with regard to individual income such as: What if certain individuals do not have the means to pay for healthy food or a gym membership nor for wearables? This list is clearly incomplete and shall only suggest that there are many different kinds of questions to consider.

It can be expected that the debate about the use of wearables in health insurance will intensify as the technology of those devices further evolves. Given the current regulation, we cannot recommend the use of wearables in the German health insurance system, except in specific circumstances. If their use is nevertheless desired, institutional adjustments might be necessary.
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